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PERLINA
Tie and Bowtie

Approximate Dimensions:
Tie: 53” long x 1 ½” wide
Bowtie: 4 ½” long x 1 ½” wide
Materials
Perlina:
1—50g ball each of color 3 Baby Blue and 11
Seaweed for TIE
1—50g ball each of color 1 White and 10 Black
for BOWTIE
Gauge: 28 sts, 40 rows= 4” in st st on US Size 3 (3.25mm) after blocking,
Needles/Notions: US Size 3 (3.25mm) DPNs, 1 st marker, scrap yarn, 1 bowtie pin/clip for the bowtie.
Begin
Tie
With scrap yarn, make a provisional CO with crochet hook by chaining a little more than 20 sts. Break scrap yarn
and, with DPNs and Seaweed, pick up and k 20 sts along the chain. Divide the sts evenly onto 3 DPNs and join in
the rnd, being careful not to twist sts. PM.
Work in Tie Fairisle Chart Rnds 1-10 until tie measures 53” from CO edge.
Finishing: Place half the sts onto one DPN and half onto the other. Graft the sts tog by working Kitchener stitch.
Unravel the provisional CO sts and place half the sts onto one DPN and half onto the other—lining up the sts so that

ABBREVIATIONS: beg= begin(ning), BO= bind off, CO= cast on, DPNs= double pointed needles, k= knit, m= marker, mm=
millimeter, PM/pm= place marker, p = purl, rnd=round, RS= right side, sl = slip, st(s) = stitch(es), st st = stockinette st, tog= together
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the tie will lay with the other ends’ grafted sts. Graft these sts tog by working Kitchener stitch. Weave in all ends
and block to measurements.
Bowtie
With scrap yarn, make a provisional CO with crochet hook by chaining a little more than 20 sts. Break scrap yarn
and, with DPNs and White, pick up and k 20 sts along the chain. Divide the sts evenly onto 3 DPNs and join in the
rnd, being careful not to twist sts. PM.
Work in Bowtie Fairisle Chart Rnds 1-10 until bowtie measures 4 ½” from CO edge.
Work Finishing same as for tie.
Center Tie: With DPNs and Black, CO 3 sts and work an icord for 2”. Fasten off all sts. Stitch the center tie in a
circle and position it around the bowtie. Sew or glue a bowtie clip to the back.
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